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## ABSTRACT

A brief review of the history of polychotomous (i.e., multi-category) item response models is provided. After describing a new polychotomous item response model (Model 8), examples of the Operating Characteristic Functions obtained when Model 8 is applied to real test data are given. In general, inspection of "goodness-of-fit" plots indicates that Model 8 provides superior data fit and higher item information functions than the well-known 3-parameter logistic (dichotomous) item response model. A simulation of computerized adaptive testing (CAT) that used the actual item responses of applicants for military enlistment shows that Model 8 would be superior to the 3-parameter logistic model in a CAT environment. In this investigation, Model 8 increased test reliability by an amount that is equivalent to a 25% increase in test length.
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Foreword

This technical note provides a brief history of the development of polychotomous (i.e., multi-category) item-response models, describes a new model developed by the author, and reports the results of a data analysis in which both dichotomous and polychotomous item-response models are applied to test data obtained from applicants for military enlistment.

Results of this research were originally presented in B. F. Green (Chair), *New developments in computerized adaptive testing*, a symposium at the annual meeting of the American Psychological Association, Washington, DC in 1986. It is being published at this time for archival purposes. The research described here was conducted under the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center Independent Research and Independent Exploratory Development (IR/IED) Programs. Additional funding was provided by the Joint Service Computerized Adaptive Testing-Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (CAT-ASVAB) Program, which is sponsored by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (FM&P). Preparation of this document was funded by the Office of Naval Research (Code 1142) under the Navy Laboratory Participation Program (Program Element 0601153N, Work Order R4204).

W. A. SANDS
Director, Personnel Systems Department
Summary

Problem

Conventional methods for scoring aptitude and achievement tests that are used in selecting, classifying, and training military personnel discard useful information about an examinee's ability/skill level. Information is lost whenever the original responses to test questions are classified only as "right" or "wrong." Additional information can be obtained by considering the difficulty level of the questions answered correctly and by taking into account which particular wrong answers were selected.

Objective

The objective of this effort was to develop new procedures for scoring aptitude and achievement tests that will increase the reliability and validity of those tests.

Approach

Enhanced scoring procedures previously developed in the field of psychometrics (psychological and educational testing) were reviewed. Emphasis was placed on methods developed under Item Response Theory (IRT). A new polychotomous (i.e., multi-category) IRT model was developed. An existing dichotomous (right/wrong) IRT model and the new polychotomous IRT model were both applied to test data obtained from applicants for military enlistment. The data were analyzed in a way that simulated the effects of scoring computerized adaptive tests (CAT) with these two IRT models.

Results

Inspection of graphic plots of the item-response data showed that the dichotomous IRT model could not accurately track the observed proportions of correct responses for some items. Simulation of CAT showed that the new polychotomous scoring procedure increased test reliability by an amount that was equivalent to a 25% increase in test length.

Conclusions

The new polychotomous IRT model developed in this research provides a superior foundation for scoring computerized tests. The new model should provide even larger reliability increases when applied to paper-and-pencil tests that have previously been scored with conventional methods such as number/proportion-correct. Users of the new scoring method can elect either to keep personnel tests at their current length and increase score reliability, or to reduce test length in order to save testing time while maintaining score reliabilities at current levels.

Recommendation

Organizations that administer aptitude and/or achievement tests for purposes of personnel selection, classification, or training should consider whether the new IRT model and scoring method described in this research can be usefully applied to their tests.
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Introduction

Procedures for the development and use of personnel tests are now being revised to incorporate the concepts and methods derived from Item Response Theory (IRT) (Lord, 1980). IRT provides a logical basis for improving conventional testing methods and also provides a foundation for the development of new testing methods (e.g., Computerized Adaptive Testing [CAT]).

The principal characteristic that distinguishes IRT from traditional testing theory is the use of stochastic models that can be used to compute the probability that examinees of a given ability level will answer a test question in a specified manner. At this time, there are two stochastic models that dominate practical applications of IRT, the 1-parameter logistic model (Rasch, 1961) and the 3-parameter logistic model (Birnbaum, 1968).

The 1-parameter logistic model has been adopted in a variety of psychometric applications. The popularity of this model derives from its conceptual simplicity and the relative ease with which the model can be fit to item-response data. Unfortunately, in the last 10 years evidence has accumulated that indicates this model is not adequate for calibrating multiple-choice items (e.g., see Hambleton & Murray, 1983). The 3-parameter logistic model is now being used in an increasing range of applications as more test theorists and practitioners become familiar with its characteristics and as better methods for fitting the model to item response data become available.

Both of the IRT models described above have two drawbacks. First, both models are dichotomous models; they classify responses to multiple-choice test questions as either correct or incorrect. They do not distinguish among the different incorrect responses a person might select. Information about a person's level of ability that could be extracted by taking into account which particular incorrect responses have been selected is lost when these models are used.

Second, these models assume that the probability of a correct response to a test question is a strictly increasing function of ability. There is empirical evidence that this assumption is false for a portion of the test questions in many content domains. For example, in 1980, Sympon examined data from 125 Verbal questions and 145 Quantitative Reasoning questions that had appeared in operational forms of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). For most of the questions, the proportion of correct responses tended to increase monotonically as ability increased. However, for about one question in six, the proportion of correct responses tended to decline as ability increased from very low levels to moderate levels, and then to increase as ability went from moderate to high levels. This finding can be attributed to the presence in some of the questions of one or more "plausible" incorrect responses that were more attractive to examinees at middle ability levels than to examinees at low ability levels.

Darrell Bock\(^1\) also found evidence of non-monotone correct-response probabilities when he analyzed data obtained from eight different tests of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (Department of Defense, 1984). Both Michael Levine and Fumiko Samejima\(^2\) found similar evidence in their analyses of other aptitude test items.

\(^1\)Personal communication, 1983.  
If a non-trivial portion of the test questions in a given content domain have non-monotone regressions of the type described above, then it is clear that currently-used IRT models cannot provide an adequate basis for item calibration in that domain. Models that can accommodate non-monotonicity, when it does occur, are needed.

Samejima (1979) published the first report describing such models. Samejima described generalizations of previously developed IRT models for both graded and nominal item responses. Samejima's models for graded responses will not be discussed here, since their range of potential application is more limited than that of nominal models. Samejima's nominal model is a generalization of a model originally proposed by Bock (1972). Bock's model was appropriate for situations in which guessing was discouraged and examinees could be depended upon to omit a question if they did not feel they knew the correct answer. These highly specialized requirements served to eliminate Bock's model from consideration in most practical applications.

Samejima's nominal model can be derived from Bock's model under the assumption that people who would omit a question, if allowed to do so without penalty, will guess at random among the available item responses whenever they are not allowed to omit. Both common sense and available empirical evidence suggest that this random guessing assumption is not viable (e.g., see Strang, 1977, and references cited therein). However, the fact that Samejima's model can be derived from a restrictive model and an implausible assumption does not imply that the model will necessarily be inadequate as a tool for use in psychometric applications. This is an empirical question that can only be answered by accumulation of relevant data.

Sympson (1981) proposed the first nominal model in which response-category Operating Characteristic Functions (OCFs) could approach different limiting values as ability decreased. Whereas Samejima eliminated the "omit" response category and assumed that the remaining response categories would have equal limiting probabilities as ability decreased, Sympson proposed to retain the "omit" response category and to estimate the limiting probability associated with each possible response. However, Sympson did not offer any empirical evidence to refute Samejima's "equal-lower-limit" assumption and did not offer any evidence that the necessary additional model parameters could, in practice, be estimated.

Thissen and Steinberg (1983) described a polychotomous model that is formally equivalent to the model proposed by Sympson (1981). They found that the parameters of their model (hence, equivalently, Sympson's 1981 model) could, in practice, be estimated and that this model provided significantly better fit to their data than did Samejima's (1979) model.

It may be useful to point out some logical relationships among the IRT models that have been described so far. Bock's (1972) nominal model is a polychotomous extension of the 2-parameter (dichotomous) logistic model. Sympson's (1981) nominal model (and, hence, Thissen and Steinberg's model) is a polychotomous extension of the 3-parameter (dichotomous) logistic model. Samejima's (1979) nominal model is a polychotomous version of the 3-parameter (dichotomous) logistic model with an auxiliary assumption that all OCFs approach a limit equal to the reciprocal of the number of response alternatives as ability decreases without bound.
All of the IRT models discussed so far have one key feature in common. They are based on mathematical expressions in which the relationship between underlying ability and the probability of observing a particular response derives from an exponential function in which the argument (i.e., the exponent of the irrational number $e$) is a linear function of ability. The first departure from this assumption of "linear logits" was proposed by Sympson (1983). On the basis of an analysis of the logical implications of using various mathematical functions for the logit, Sympson concluded that a more appropriate polytomous model would incorporate a non-decreasing cubic-polynomial logit for the correct-response category, a concave-downward quadratic-polynomial logit for each of the incorrect alternatives, and a linear logit for the "omit" response.

Sympson (1983) used large-sample SAT data to compare the fit of his "Model 6" to the fit of previously proposed polytomous models and found that the new model provided significantly better fit. In particular, Sympson’s results showed that neither Samejima’s model nor Sympson’s earlier (1981) model was adequate for the items studied. Sympson’s results also showed that it was possible to fit a relatively complex IRT model (one with 23 parameters per item) without encountering intractable numerical difficulties.

Sympson (1983) also examined the fit of two other polytomous models that had not previously been proposed, but that were less complex than the full model he derived on the basis of logical considerations. Sympson’s results suggested that the complexity of the full model was needed in order to obtain an adequate level of fit to the data analyzed.

Later analyses by Sympson revealed that Model 6, while superior to previous polytomous IRT Models, failed to fit a few of the items examined. This led to the development of a somewhat more flexible model referred to as Model 8 (Sympson, 1986a, 1986b, 1986c).

Examples of Polytomous Operating Characteristic Functions

Sympson’s Model 8 gives the probability of selecting response category $j$ ($j = 1, 2, \ldots, m$) as a function of $\pi$, where $\pi$ is a continuous, real-valued measure of ability that falls on the closed interval [0,1]. Note that $j = 1$ corresponds to response option "A," $j = 2$ corresponds to response option "B," etc. This mapping was selected for notational convenience and does not imply an ordering of the response categories as is required by graded item-response models.

Under Model 8, the probability of choosing response option $j$ is given by the expression

$$P_j[\pi] = \frac{e^{f_j}}{\sum_{k=1}^{m} (e^{f_k})}. \quad (1)$$

where

$$f_j = p_{5j-4} + p_{5j-3}\pi + p_{5j-2}\pi^2 + p_{5j-1}\pi^3 + p_{5j}\pi^4. \quad (2)$$

Thus, in this model, each "logit" is a quartic polynomial in $\pi$. 
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In Equation 2, lower-case italic $p$ indicates a model parameter. Associated with each parameter is a subscript of the form $5j-i$, where $i$ ranges from zero to 4. Each parameter subscript indicates both the response category with which the parameter is associated and the particular parameter under consideration.

In general, there are five parameters per response category. However, the parameters for any one category can all be set equal to zero during item calibration. Thus, for a 5-choice item, if omitting is treated as a sixth response category, 25 parameters are estimated and 5 parameters are fixed. In practice, the parameters for the correct-response category should be fixed at zero.

Model 8 has been fit to 86 multiple-choice vocabulary items that were previously calibrated with the 3-parameter logistic (3PL) model. Since each item had five response options and omitting was treated as a separate category, 25 parameters were estimated for each item. Item response data from 2,607 applicants for military service that had been used in obtaining the 3PL OCFs were used to obtain the Model 8 OCFs. To obtain a rank-ordering of the examinees with respect to ability, an optimal scaling procedure was used (Sympson, 1984). Then, after forming 50 ability groups of approximately equal size ($N = 52$ or 53), the non-linear regression program $BMDP3R$ (Dixon, 1981, chapters 14.1 and 14.3) was used to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the Model 8 parameters for each item. (Jennrich & Moore, 1975, outline procedures for obtaining maximum likelihood parameter estimates from weighted-least-squares fitting algorithms.) For each item, all parameters were estimated simultaneously.

Figures 1 through 5 show fitted OCFs for Item 50, an item that proved to be a good indicator of ability near the middle of the military applicant population. The OCF for Category 6 (omitting) is not displayed here because omitting was discouraged during the original data-collection and occurred only infrequently. The abscissae in these figures are expressed in terms of percentiles. The transformation from $[0,1]$ to $[0,100]$ as an ability metric is straightforward under Model 8.
Figure 1. OCF for Item 50, Category 1, under Model 8.

Figure 2. OCF for Item 50, Category 2, under Model 8.
Figure 3. OCF for Item 50, Category 3, under Model 8.

Figure 4. OCF for Item 50, Category 4, under Model 8.
Figure 2 shows the OCF for the correct-response category (option "B") for this item. This OCF indicates that the probability of selecting the correct answer to Item 50 is higher than would be expected by chance (i.e., higher than .20), even at the lowest levels of the military applicant population. This finding is complemented by the fact that the probability of selecting option "E" (Figure 5) is below chance-level at the lowest percentiles.

If \( \pi \) is equal to the population percentile divided by 100, then the density function for \( \pi \) is uniform on \([0,1]\). If \( \pi \) is transformed to the ability metric \( \theta \) such that \( \theta(\pi) \) has the density function \( h(\theta) \), then the \textit{item information function} for item \( i \), with respect to \( \theta \), is given by

\[
I_i[\theta] = [h(\theta)]^2 I_i[\pi(\theta)]
\]

\[
= [h(\theta)]^2 \sum_{j=1}^{m} \left\{ P_{ij}[\pi(\theta)] \left[ \frac{\partial \ln P_{ij}[\pi(\theta)]}{\partial \pi(\theta)} \right]^2 \right\} . \tag{3}
\]

The information function for an item will be relatively high at ability levels where the item is a good indicator of ability and will be relatively low at ability levels where the item is a poor indicator of ability.

Figure 6 shows two information functions for Item 50 under the assumption that \( \theta \) is distributed normally with \( \mu = 0.0 \) and \( \sigma = 1.0 \). The darker curve in Figure 6 is the item information function under polychotomous scoring of this item. The lighter curve is the item information function under
dichotomous scoring of the item. The lighter curve was obtained by collapsing all wrong-answer categories into a single category in Equation 3.

Figure 6. Item information functions for Item 50 under polychotomous and dichotomous scoring.

Figures 7 through 11 show the OCFs for Item 4, a somewhat more difficult item. For this item, Category 1 (Figure 7) is never chosen as much as 20% of the time. However, Category 3 (Figure 9) is chosen with greater than chance frequency over most of the range of this population. The increasing OCF observed for Category 3 below the 15th percentile accounts for the non-monotonicity observed in the OCF of the correct-answer category (Figure 8). Figure 12 shows polychotomous and dichotomous item information functions for Item 4 under the assumption that \( \theta \) is distributed normally with \( \mu = 0.0 \) and \( \sigma = 1.0 \).
Figure 7. OCF for Item 4, Category 1, under Model 8.

Figure 8. OCF for Item 4, Category 2, under Model 8.
Figure 9. OCF for Item 4, Category 3, under Model 8.

Figure 10. OCF for Item 4, Category 4, under Model 8.
Figure 11. OCF for Item 4, Category 5, under Model 8.

Figure 12. Item information functions for Item 4 under polychotomous and dichotomous scoring.
Figures 13 through 17 show the OCFs for Item 6, an easy item. Figure 18 shows the polychotomous and dichotomous item information functions (with respect to normally distributed $\theta$) for this item. When Figures 6, 12, and 18 are compared, it can be seen that the amount of additional information available from polychotomous scoring varies from item to item.

![Figure 13. OCF for Item 6, Category 1, under Model 8.](image)
Figure 14. OCF for Item 6, Category 2, under Model 8.

Figure 15. OCF for Item 6, Category 3, under Model 8.
Figure 16. OCF for Item 6, Category 4, under Model 8.

Figure 17. OCF for Item 6, Category 5, under Model 8.
Figures 19 through 23 show the OCFs for Item 25, an item with one very popular distractor (Category 3, shown in Figure 21). This distractor was selected by over 60% of the examinees between the 15th and 75th percentiles of the military applicant sample. The impact of this distractor on the OCF for the correct-answer category (Figure 22) is obvious. The polychotomous item information function for this item (Figure 24) is strongly bimodal, which reflects the fact that Category 3 provides a substantial amount of additional information in the ability range where its OCF is rapidly increasing.
Figure 19. OCF for Item 25, Category 1, under Model 8.

Figure 20. OCF for Item 25, Category 2, under Model 8.
Figure 21. OCF for Item 25, Category 3, under Model 8.

Figure 22. OCF for Item 25, Category 4, under Model 8.
Figure 23. OCF for Item 25, Category 5, under Model 8.

Figure 24. Item information functions for Item 25 under polychotomous and dichotomous scoring.
In general, careful inspection of the content of items that have one or more effective distractors reveals the source of the attractiveness of these distractors. As an example, Item 25 asks the examinee to select the best synonym for “wary.” The keyed answer is “careful” (Category 4). Category 3, the very popular distractor, is “tired.” It appears that many middle-ability military applicants confuse the words “wary” and “weary.”

It might be argued that Item 25 is a bad item, that it measures spelling ability rather than vocabulary skills. An attempt to resolve that issue will not be presented here. However, two observations related to the issue should be noted. First, examinees in the top 5% of the sample do not tend to confuse “wary” with “weary.” These individuals are not just good spellers. They have demonstrated, by their performance on the entire set of 86 items, that they have superior knowledge of word meanings. Second, every item in a printed vocabulary test is, to some extent, a “spelling” item.

The OCFs shown and the discussion of Item 25 point up two benefits of using Model 8 for item calibration. First, this model can fit items that would be fitted poorly by simpler models. Model 8 allows non-monotone OCFs for correct-answer categories and fits lower (and upper) asymptotes separately for each response category. Second, using this type of model directs the user’s attention to the psychological processes underlying examinee responses. This can be quite enlightening when one is interested in conducting individual diagnostic evaluations of persons and/or test items.

Method

Adaptive Testing With Model 8

The fact that Model 8 sometimes fits correct-answer categories better than the 3PL model does, and the fact that many item information functions show higher levels of information under polychotomous item scoring than under dichotomous scoring, suggest that test scores derived using Model 8 should be more reliable than scores derived using the 3PL model. In particular, this should be true for conventional tests, where item difficulty is not tailored to the individual examinee and wrong answers are frequent at low ability levels.

The outcome may be less clear-cut if we apply Model 8 in the context of CAT. In CAT, the difficulty of test questions is matched to the estimated ability level of the examinee. As a result, the number of incorrect answers is controlled by the testing procedure. CAT procedures usually result in about 70% correct answers and 30% incorrect answers for all examinees except those at the extremes of the ability distribution.

In order to investigate the application of Model 8 to CAT, the following analysis was undertaken. First, the 86 vocabulary items that had been calibrated with both the 3PL model and Model 8 were divided into two 43-item sets, based on their sequence numbers within the original test booklet. Odd-numbered items were assigned to one set and even-numbered items to the other. Then, two “information tables” were constructed for each 43-item set. For each item set, one information table was based on item information functions derived from the items’ fitted 3PL OCFs (Birnbaum, 1968, p. 462), and the other information table was based on item information functions derived from the items’ fitted Model 8 OCFs.
An information table is constructed by selecting closely-spaced $\theta$ levels over a specified range of $\theta$, and then sorting the available items from "best" to "worst" in terms of the value of the item information function at each selected $\theta$ level. For the purposes of this analysis, $\theta$ levels ranging from -2.50 to 2.50 in .10 steps were used in constructing both of the "odd" information tables and both of the "even" information tables. Thus, each of the four information tables had 51 columns (corresponding to the selected $\theta$ levels) and 43 rows. Each column of an information table contained 43 item numbers (either odd or even), sorted so that the item numbers of items with higher levels of item information at that $\theta$ level were located above the item numbers of items with lower levels of item information.

The purpose of constructing an information table is to provide a rapid procedure for selecting items to administer during CAT. In practice, one usually starts an adaptive test by assuming the examinee has ability equal to the population mean (e.g., $\theta = 0.0$). For this analysis, the item appearing at the top of a given information table in the column corresponding to $\theta = 0.0$ was administered first. Then, an examinee's response was noted and the initial ability estimate was modified in accordance with that response. The modified ability estimate was then used to identify the column of the information table that should be used next. The most informative item available in that column of the table was administered second. When an item was administered, it was immediately removed from all columns of the information table for the remainder of that examinee's test.

The process of selecting an item from the information table, modifying the ability estimate in accordance with the examinee's response, and moving to the column of the table that corresponded to the revised ability estimate was repeated until 15 items had been administered.

For the analyses undertaken here, two methods of generating ability estimates were used. One method (developed by Owen, 1975), was applied when the information tables based on the 3PL model were used. The other method, based on a numerical solution to the equation

$$\mu(\theta | V_n) = \left[ \langle L(V_n | \theta) h(\theta) \rangle \right]^{-1} \left[ \langle L(V_n | \theta) h(\theta) \rangle d\theta \right]$$

was applied when the information tables based on Model 8 were used.

In Equation 4, $V_n$ designates the observed item response vector after $n$ items have been administered, $\mu(\theta | V_n)$ is the mean of the Bayesian posterior distribution of $\theta$, given $V_n$, $L(V_n | \theta)$ is the likelihood of $V_n$ which is obtained by taking the product over items of $P_i \{ p_i(\theta) \}$, and $h(\theta)$ is the prior density of $\theta$ in the examinee population. Sympon (1985, pp. 3-6) discusses the pros and cons of these two approaches to Bayesian ability estimation.

Owen's ability estimation procedure was developed explicitly for use with the 3-parameter normal-ogive model, but can be used with the 3PL model because of the similarity of the OCFs for these two models. Owen's procedure cannot be used with a polychotomous model like Model 8. The second ability estimation method, which requires numerical integrations to evaluate the right side of Equation 4, is generic and can be used with any model.

To carry out the numerical integrations needed for the second ability estimation method, an "adaptive" quadrature procedure described by Forsythe, Malcolm, and Moler (1977, pp. 97-105)
was employed. Numerical integration using fixed-point quadrature to obtain Bayesian ability estimates has been used previously with the 3PL model by Sympson (1977) and Bock and Mislevy (1982), but, to the present author’s knowledge, this study is the first to use an adaptive quadrature procedure and is the first to implement Bayesian ability estimation with a polychotomous item-response model.

In the analyses undertaken here, each of the 2,607 examinees used in calibrating the 86 vocabulary items was “administered” four simulated adaptive tests: Test “Odd-3PL” used the odd-item 3PL information table and Owen’s scoring method with the fitted 3PL OCFs; Test “Evn-3PL” used the even-item 3PL information table and Owen’s scoring method with the fitted 3PL OCFs; Test “Odd-M8” used the odd-item Model 8 information table and numerical scoring with $L(V_n | \theta)$ computed from the fitted Model 8 OCFs; Test “Evn-M8” used the even-item Model 8 information table and numerical scoring with $L(V_n | \theta)$ computed from the fitted Model 8 OCFs. In all four tests, the prior distribution of $\theta$ was assumed to be normal (0,1).

In each of the simulated adaptive tests, an examinee’s actual item responses from the empirical item-calibration database were used. Within each test, an ability estimate was generated after each selected item was “administered”. After all tests were completed, Pearson product-moment correlations were computed between the 2,607 “odd” and “even” 3PL ability estimates. This was done for the ability estimates based on the first item administered, the ability estimates based on the first two items administered, and so on, up to the final ability estimates based on all 15 adaptively selected items. Similar “odd-even” correlations were computed using the ability estimates obtained from tests Odd-M8 and Evn-M8. The outcome of these analyses was a set of 15 odd-even correlations based on the 3PL model and a set of 15 odd-even correlations based on Model 8. These correlation coefficients are shown in Table 1.

### Results and Discussion

The results shown in Table 1 are not entirely consistent with theoretical expectations. Theory suggests that the Model 8 correlation should be higher at all test lengths, with the difference diminishing as the test becomes very long. However, the odd-even correlation for the 3PL model is somewhat higher than the corresponding correlation for Model 8 after Items 2, 3, and 4. Correlations under the two models are approximately equal after Items 5 and 6. The odd-even correlation under Model 8 is higher after Item 1 and after Items 7 through 15. As indicated in the first column of Table 1, differences between odd-even correlations are statistically significant following Items 9 through 15.

The odd-even correlations obtained under Model 8 after Items 9 and 10 have been administered are higher than the odd-even correlations obtained after administering one item more under the 3PL model (e.g., $r = .855$ after 9 items for Model 8 versus $r = .852$ after 10 items for 3PL). The odd-even correlation obtained under Model 8 after 11 items is higher than the correlation obtained after administering 13 items under the 3PL model. The odd-even correlation after 12 items under Model 8 is approximately equal to the final (15-item) odd-even correlation under the 3PL model. These results indicate that if Model 8 were used, adaptive tests of the type studied here could be shortened by 15 to 20%, without sacrificing test reliability.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>Odd-Even Correlations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3PL Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>.767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>.817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>.832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9*</td>
<td>.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10**</td>
<td>.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11**</td>
<td>.860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12**</td>
<td>.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13**</td>
<td>.873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14**</td>
<td>.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15**</td>
<td>.880</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Correlations significantly different ($p < .01$).
**Correlations significantly different ($p < .001$).

There is no doubt that Model 8 provided a better fit to the correct-answer probabilities of some of the 86 items studied than did the 3PL model. Inspection of goodness-of-fit plots for both models (examples were shown above for Model 8) made this clear. Also, for many items the item information function was higher under polychotomous scoring than under dichotomous scoring. These advantages translated into higher odd-even correlations for Model 8 at test lengths of 7 or more items. Further investigation is needed to determine the reason that odd-even correlations were higher under the 3PL model very early in the adaptive tests.
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